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n Gold prices rose today in Asian session to their highest in two months as
investors sought safer assets amid uncertainty around the economic policies
of new U.S. President Donald Trump and as the dollar declined against other
major currencies.

n Spot gold was up 0.64 percent at $1,217.26 per ounce. Earlier in the session,
it hit $1,219.43, the highest since Nov. 22. U.S gold futures climbed as much
as 1 percent to $1,217.

.

n The dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of currencies,
fell by 0.5 percent to 100.230. Donald Trump, who took power as the 45th
president of the United States on Friday, pledged to end the "American carnage"
of social and economic woes in an inaugural address that was a populist and
nationalist rallying cry, prompting investor concern about protectionist trade
policies.

..

n With the lack of a clear policy direction from Trump, the market movement is
a sign that risk aversion is back on the table. The market could witness volatility
into the first 100 days of the Trump administration.

n Data from U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) on Friday
underscored investor's bullish gold views. The CFTC reported that speculators
raised their net long positions during the week to Jan. 17 in COMEX gold
contracts for the second straight week.

n Bank of America Merrill Lynch said last week that precious metal funds had
their biggest inflow in five months, according to data through to last Wednesday.
Bond funds also notched a fourth consecutive gain over the last week.

n Holdings of SPDR Gold Trust, the world's largest gold-backed exchange-traded
fund, rose 0.2 percent to 809.15 tonnes on Friday from 807.96 tonnes on
Thursday.

Gold markets initially tried to rally during the course

of the week, but found enough resistance above to

turn things back around to form an exhaustive candle.

What I find interesting is that the exhaustive candle is

at the 30.2 Fibonacci retracement level, an area that

you would see quite a bit of interest. Because of this,

and the fact that the $1200 level is right there, I suggest

that the market will probably pull back. If we can break

down below the bottom of the shooting star, the market

should then reach down towards the 1150 level, and

then the lows again at 1125. Alternately, if we break

above the top of the shooting star, then we will more

than likely reach towards the 50% Fibonacci

retracement level, which is at the 1230 handle.There

is a longer-term downtrend in effect at the moment,

and because of that it�s likely that the sellers will be

very interested in this market.
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n Gold gained some fresh traction at the start of a

new trading week and rose to the highest level

in two-month

n Trump's inaugural speech failed to impress the

markets

n Uncertainty around Trump�s proposed fiscal policy

measures continues to weigh on the US Dollar

today

n The yellow metal traded with positive bias for

ninth session in the previous ten

n The upward trajectory lacked conviction amid

growing prospects of additional Fed rate-hike
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n Oil ticked lower on Monday, falling for the first time in three sessions as prospects
of rising U.S. production weighed on the market. U.S. energy companies last
week added the most rigs drilling for new production in almost four years.

n Drillers added 29 rigs in the week to Jan. 20, bringing the total count up to 551,
the most since November 2015, energy services firm Baker Hughes said on
Friday.

n U.S. oil production has risen more than 6 percent since mid-2016, although it
remains 7 percent below a historic high in 2015. It is back to levels of late 2014,
when strong U.S. crude output contributed to a crash in oil prices.

n Brent crude, the international benchmark for oil prices, was trading at $55.42
per barrel, down 7 cents from its last close. U.S West Texas Intermediate (WTI)
crude futures fell 11 cents to $53.11 a barrel.

n Crude oil had traded higher earlier in the session on the back of output cuts
by OPEC and other producers. Production cuts by oil producers and a weaker
dollar prevented the market from dropping further.

n OPEC and non-OPEC countries have made a strong start to lowering their oil
output under the first such pact in more than a decade, energy ministers said
on Sunday as producers look to reduce oversupply and support prices.

n Ministers said 1.5 million of almost 1.8 million barrels per day (bpd) had already
been taken out of the market. In the medium term it is going to be tough for
oil to break out. The more oil goes up, the more these shale drillers are going
to hedge by the futures.

n Hedge funds rushed to place bullish wagers on U.S crude oil last week. The
U.S dollar fell after a drop in oil prices suggested U.S inflation would stay low
and prevent the Fed from hiking interest rates at a steady pace this year.

.

The WTI Crude Oil market fell initially during the week

but found enough support just above the $50 level to

form a hammer. The hammer of course is a bullish

sign, but we also should worry about the $55 level

above. That�s an area that should cause quite a bit of

resistance, but once we get above there we will more

than likely try to reach towards the $60 handle. This

being the case, I think a lot of buyers are very interested

in this market, but I also recognize that a breakdown

below the $50 level census market much lower. The

inventory numbers continue to get bearish, so having

said that it�s likely that the market will continue to see

quite a bit of volatility and eventually bearish pressure.

I believe that the $60 level is essentially the top of the

market longer term. Ultimately bearish inventory

numbers, and with the strengthening US dollar I feel

it�s only a matter of time before the sellers take over.

n Oil prices edged up in Asian session today after

the OPEC said it was near its target of cutting

1.8 million barrels of crude oil a day

n U.S crude oil futures were 0.1 percent higher at

$53.27 a barrel

n Drillers added 29 rigs in the week to January 20,

bringing the total count up to 551

n U.S. oil production has risen over 6 percent since

mid-2016

n Oil prices have risen about 20 percent since

OPEC committed to an output cut but most of it

has been sentiment-driven
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n Silver prices declined in Friday�s trading session, but was still poised for their
fourth consecutive weekly advance as political instability continued to roil the
financial markets.

n March silver futures fell 7 cents, or 0.4%, to $16.93 a troy ounce. For the week,
silver was on track for a 1% gain. The dollar extended its recovery to three
days on Friday following a deluge of upbeat economic data throughout the
week.

n The dollar index rose 0.2% to 101.38, reversing a sharp drop at the start of
the week. The U.S. currency put up strong gains against the euro, pound and
Canadian dollar.

n On Thursday evening, Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen told an audience
in San Francisco the U.S. economy was approaching the central bank�s target
and that gradual interest rate increases are necessary.

n �I think that allowing the economy to run markedly and persistently �hot� would
be risky and unwise,� Yellen said in speech at the Stanford Institute for Economic
Policy Research.

n The Fed chief said waiting too long to rein in monetary stimulus would cause
inflation to rise much faster than the central bank intends. In economic data,
China�s gross domestic product (GDP) expanded at an annualized 6.8% in the
fourth quarter, slightly higher than the 6.7% clip seen in the last three quarter,
the national statistics bureau reported Friday.

n On Friday, Trump said his administration would put "America first" and also
promised new roads, bridges and highways. But market sentiment was hit by
the negative tone of the speech, which underlined uncertainty over how Trump
will govern. In the week ahead, the economic calendar is light but Trump's
policy plans in his first days in office are likely to dominate headlines.

The Silver markets went back and forth during the

week, breaking above the $17 level at one point.

However, we get back quite a bit of a gain so I think

it�s can be difficult to hang onto a longer-term trade

currently. The gold markets ended up forming a very

negative looking candle, so they could drag down the

value of silver as well. Pay attention to the US dollar,

if it strengthens it should continue to put quite a bit of

bearish pressure on the Silver markets. If that�s the

case, the market should then reach towards the $16

level. If we can break above the Wednesday candle,

then I believe Silver will go higher but the US dollar

continues to work against the value of silver, and I

think that will ultimately win. Support first arrives at

yesterday�s low at 16.70, and beyond there we look

to a couple of swing lows in the 16.56/50 vicinity and

then 16.23.

n Silver ended higher on Friday, buoyed by the

weaker dollar as the inauguration of Donald Trump

as U.S. president fueled uncertainty

n The U.S. dollar index was down 0.33% to 100.77

late Friday

n The Dollar index has fallen 1.49% so far this

month amid worries over Trump's protectionist

stance

n Trump said his administration would put "America

first"

n silver was at $17.09 a troy ounce late Friday, and

ended the week with gain of 1.59%
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